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Properties of UCG1

Efficient
Dominant Strategy IncentiveCompatible DSK
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Needs exact computation ofoptimum often computationallyhard

Needs too much ym on Spectrum Auctions
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Special simpler case single minded agents

n agents m items

Agent i's value is givenby si Vi
valueforsetofitems thatseti wantsforTEAM Vik oqifytf.si

Theorem SW maximization is NP Hard
for singleminded agents

Independent set atNPHardto approximate
better than W E forsomeC 70
n vertices

Reduction
Agents are vertices
Items are edges Mtn
Each vertex will want all edgesincident
on it
Each vertex has value 1

SW max is hard to approx better than mk E

factor



What about truthful approximations2

Possible greedy mechanism
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Charge i their critical price fi min value
atwhich i wins

Redvariation is Dslc SiFi
0 wins ifClaim Greedyalg is Dsk r
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Bad examplefor redvariationagents m items
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The Los cmechanism Lehman OCallaghanShoham 02

Askagents to report Ei Ti
Orderagents in decreasing orderof Yi fittest
Greedily choose agents to serve in thisorder

Charge critical payments

Claim Los is DSK
Aslong as filui.si is non decreasing in It

and is non increasing in Si
then the greedy mechanism is DSK

Claim e los achieves an 0 Tm approximation

Proof
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nasi

Total optimalvalve blocked by a

Zaius Lifefish
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OPT E Tm value obtained by greedy

A onI
Askagents to report Ei Ti
Orderagents in decreasing orderof fi lui Si
Greedily choose agents to serve in thisorder

Charge critical payments
Claim If Hi fi lui Si is non decreasing
in Vio and non increasing in Si then
the above mechanism is D8 IC



What about other kinds of valuefunctions

by Borodin levier

Ask agents to report Theb
While items remain unallocated
let Ci Xi aogmax

dis Sisunallocated
fit S

AllocateXi to a

Charge each agent its critical price
q min reportedvalue Tiki

at which i would winXi

No longer DS IC
Assumption Underlying greedy alg is c approx

fi is non dec in UT andnon inc inS

NAS.AE iBRUM

Atupleof strategies o ion forms a NashEvil
if for all agents 8CEn fixing o_O
agentE's best response is to play Oi



Claim Suppose that the functions fi are monotone
non decreasing in Vi and the above greedy
algorithm is a c approximation
Then in any NE of the greedymechanism the
SW obtained is a Cote approx to the optimalSW

PoAE

1 Observation bids c values
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PRICEOFANARCHYT maximization objective

max llptmalobj.ee
Nash Evil Objective at NE

Ratio like approx ratio
worst case over all possible equilibria


